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Abstract—This article draws attention to the shortcomings of modern 

lighting systems used in greenhouses. Its content focuses on the 

negative effects of mismatches between the photosynthetic needs of 

plants and the parameters of artificial light sources. Greenhouse lamps 

designers often do not have the knowledge of biological cultivation 

dependencies. Therefore, their cooperation with specialists of plant 

physiology and gardeners is indispensable. This is important because it 

can affect the consumer quality of vegetables. 

 

 

People perceive the environment in a selective way, 

whose boundaries are determined by our visual organ. 

Moreover, we believe that other participants in the earthly 

biological life see and should see the environment as we 

do. In the next step, we ignore the needs of all species of 

fauna and flora, we design lighting systems adjusted to 

our eyesight. Finally, we are surprised why some animal 

species die in automobile accidents [1], birds die after 

crashing into skyscrapers [2, 3] and the greenhouse plants 

grow slower [4-6] than we expect? After all, we provided 

white light with a high colour rendering index or 

selectable colour temperature - but in pursuit of economic 

efficiency, we have forgotten about nature. This paper 

describes the aspect of spectral and temporal mismatch of 

artificial light sources in the greenhouse plants. 

The thematic scope of this article covers only the issues 

of crops lighting and the LED light sources used. In 

particular, the author of this article wants to pay attention 

to mistakes made by lamp and lighting system designers. 

Working under economical pressure, these experienced 

specialists in commercial lighting, apply their solutions to 

the greenhouse horticulture. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Spectral power distribution of example FSW lamp [7]. 

Therefore, LED lighting in horticulture offers so-called 

Full Spectrum White lamps (FSW, Fig.1). These lamps, 

according to the designers, should replace or complement 

the missing solar radiation. You can accept such a thesis if 

the spectral characteristics of Sunlight (Fig. 2) and FSW 

lamps did not differ significantly. 

 
Fig. 2. Example spectral distribution of solar radiation [8]. 

 
Fig. 3. Characteristics of spectral sensitivity: a human eye (red) and 

an example PAR curve (green) [9]. 

Our natural source, the Sun, for millions of years has 

provided radiation necessary in an evolutionary process. 

Its rich spectrum covers the needs of all plants and 

animals, including humans. However, when it comes to 

spectral distribution, the needs of humans and plants vary 

considerably. People use the visible radiation range, while 

plants absorb radiation mainly in a different wavelength 

range. The equivalent of photopic function V() in the 

plant world are McCree curves [10]. These curves are the 

averaged functions of measured spectral absorption of 20 

plant species. Greenhouse lamp designers often cite the 

PAR curve (Photosynthetically Active Radiation) [11-12], 

which is limited to the stimulation of biomass growth in 

the radiation band from 400 to 700 nm. By comparison of 

V() and PAR curve (Fig. 3) you will see their spectral 

incompatibility. Thus, the use of FSW lamps (Fig. 1) to 

illuminate plants is a mistake in horticultural art. Another 
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negative consequence is the designing energy-efficient 

orientation, which aims only to stimulate the biomass 

growth, according to the chlorophylic PAR curves [13]. 

Designers often use the concepts of McCree and PAR as 

equivalent (Fig. 4). 

  
Fig. 4. Spectral plant sensitivities [14]. 

In practice, it does not actually synthesize even the 

characteristics of PAR, minimizing the number of spectral 

lamp channels synthesized even the characteristics of 

PAR, minimizing the number of spectral lamp channels. 

In the simplest case, you use four types of spectrally 

different LEDs to build greenhouse lamps. As a result 

(Fig. 5), the spectral emission characteristics of the lamp 

differs from the expected PAR curves. More spectral 

flexibility is offered by the structures that contain 9 and 

more spectral bands. 

  
Fig. 5. Sample spectral emissive characteristics of four-channel (450 

nm, 660 nm, 735 nm and 5700 K white) greenhouse lamp [15]. 

However, these are expensive solutions, designed for 

scientific research [16] rather than for the use in 

greenhouse lighting systems. 

The greater the number of spectral bands, the greater the 

quality of the spectral synthesis of the lamp 

characteristics. However, the economic factor restricts the 

flexibility of development by limiting the synthesis of 

spectral characteristics to approximated chlorophylic 

curves. Falling into traps of energy efficiency and 

versatility, we forget the biological conditions of crops. 

And after all, each plant needs a different spectral 

radiation in various vegetative phases. Moreover, each 

monoculture has its own set of biological performance 

curves (Fig. 6). The awareness of these conditions is not 

widespread among designers and manufacturers of 

greenhouse lamps.  

The lack of horticultural knowledge or substantive 

support by plant physiologists causes structural errors in 

lighting control systems. Plants are not able to absorb 

excessive or poorly chosen spectral lighting. In such a 

situation, the vegetation process slows down and in the 

extreme case, it is stopped. We all see night-lighted 

greengrocers that produce vegetables. As engineers, we 

recognise such a condition as normal, even desirable, as it 

means efficient use of technical systems. We do not think 

that plants like humans need night (darkness) for 

regeneration and growth. The daily and monthly cycle 

(Fotoperiod) is also very important in the world of plants 

[17-19]. The length and cyclicality of night are biological 

parameters of the clock synchronizing plant growth. It is 

disturbed by excessive and poor lighting, creating a "light 

pollution" effect in the plant environment. 

 
Fig. 6. Sample action spectra of selected greenhouse monocultures. 

Artificial glass lighting can introduce one more harmful 

component of light pollution. It is a pulse control of the 

LEDs power [20-23] in the greenhouse lamps. It is a very 

popular way in energy-electronics of controlling the 

source of power, optical power including [24-25]. What's 

more, it is expected that plants in a similar way as human 

average the flickering light above the fusion frequency. 
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Fig. 7. Daily and monthly cycle of solar activity [26]. 

In nature, the flux of natural solar radiation varies very 

slowly during the day and year (Fig. 7). These changes 

never occur at a frequency of 10 kHz, as it is in a pulse-

controlled LED matrix (Fig. 8). As apparent from the 

existing studies, pulsating radiation differently affects 

plant vegetation than continuous radiation [27-28]. 

 
Fig. 8. Pulse driving RGB LEDs in additive synthesis. 

In conclusion, it is worth to note that additional lighting 

in greenhouses accelerates the growing process, resulting 

in biomass growth. However, improperly selected spectral 

composition of artificial lighting and photoperiod can: 

reduce the efficiency of the system, degrade the consumer 

quality of vegetables or reduce the resistance of seedlings. 

It is obvious that negative climate changes will force us to 

move open crops to the greenhouses. However, I hope 

that technical innovations in lighting will considerably 

improve the quality of yields rather than maximize the 

economic effect. 
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